Asian Humanities Major (effective F18)
Concentration in Chinese, Japanese, Korean, South Asian or Southeast Asian

Placement in Language Courses
All students who wish to take an Asian language course at UCLA must take the appropriate language placement exam (see ALC website for more information). The exam determines which course is most appropriate for the student’s current level of proficiency. Students who have obtained college credit for a class may not repeat those courses for credit.

LOWER DIVISION PREPARATION

☐ The equivalent of intermediate level (6, 6A, 10 or equivalent) in an Asian language through coursework or placement exam. Students may choose from Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Filipino, Indonesian, Thai or Vietnamese

AND

☐ ONE (1) of the following civilization/religion courses:

UPPER DIVISION MAJOR REQUIREMENTS
*All upper division courses are numbered 100 and above

☐ THREE (3) upper division language courses of the same Asian Language as the Preparation (includes reading courses) from the following list:


South Asian- 110A, 110B, 110C, 115 or 170

Southeast Asian- Filipino 100A, 130A, 152; Indonesian 100A, 100B, 100C; Thai 100A, 100B, 100C; Vietnamese 100A, 100B, 100C

☐ EIGHT (8) upper division electives offered by the ALC department. At least one course is required from FOUR out of the following five areas: Asian, China, Japan, Korea, South Asia or Southeast Asia (includes Filipino and Vietnamese electives)

1) Area: __________ Class: ____________________ 5: __________________________
2) Area: __________ Class: ____________________ 6: __________________________
3) Area: __________ Class: ____________________ 7: __________________________
4) Area: __________ Class: ____________________ 8: __________________________

**************************************************************************
Counseling Hours: M-F 9:00am to 11:30am and 1:00pm to 3:30pm  Office: 290 Royce Hall
Counseling Email: alc@humnet.ucla.edu  www.alc.ucla.edu
Late Updated: 3/28/2023